High-Speed Fluoroscopy to Measure Dynamic Spinal Cord Deformation in an In Vivo Rat Model.
Although spinal cord deformation is thought to be a predictor of injury severity, few researchers have investigated dynamic cord deformation, in vivo, during impact. This is needed to establish correlations among impact parameters, internal cord deformation, and histological and functional outcomes. Relying on surface deformations alone may not sufficiently represent spinal cord deformation. The objective of this study was to develop a high-speed fluoroscopic method of tracking the surface and internal cord deformations of rat spinal cord during experimental cord injury. Two radio-opaque beads were injected into the cord at C5/6 in the dorsal and ventral white matter. Four additional beads were glued to the surface of the cord. Dynamic bead displacement was tracked during a dorsal impact (130 mm/sec, 1 mm depth) by high-speed radiographic imaging at 3000 FPS, laterally. The internal spinal cord beads displaced significantly more than the surface beads in the ventral direction (1.1-1.9 times) and more than most surface beads in the cranial direction (1.2-1.5 times). The dorsal beads (internal and surface) displaced more than the ventral beads during all impacts. The bead displacement pattern implies that the spinal cord undergoes complex internal and surface deformations during impact. Residual displacement of the internal beads was significantly greater than that of the surface beads in the cranial-caudal direction but not the dorsoventral direction. Finite element simulation confirmed that the additional bead mass likely had little effect on the internal cord deformations. These results support the merit of this technique for measuring in vivo spinal cord deformation.